
Abstract. Graphite-like (metal!) regions and diamond-like (di-
electric!) regions in carbon nanostructures are very closely
spaced. Based on this unique feature, a model of thermal emf
produced due to the drag of electrons by ballistic phonons is
developed and a model of thermal conduction during heat
transfer through the graphite-like/diamond-like region inter-
face is proposed. Experiments with a thermoelectric generator
based on film carbon nanostructures are analyzed. Models of a
thermoelectric generator based on a composite of a graphite-
like matrix containing diamond nanoparticles and graphene
impurities are proposed. These models both demonstrate the
above-mentioned phenomena and predict the achievement of
the maximum thermoelectric conversion efficiency.

Keywords: thermoelectric generator, electron±phonon interaction,
carbon nanostructures, ballistic phonon drag of electrons, graphite-
like region, diamond-like region, heat transfer through the gra-
phite-like/diamond-like region interface, composite of a graphite-
like matrix with inclusions of diamond nanoparticles, graphene,
thermoelectric generator efficiency

1. Introduction.
Uniqueness of carbon nanostructures

A distinct feature of carbon is the existence of two basic
allotropic forms (Fig. 1). One of them, graphite (Figs 2a, b)
with atoms with the sp2 hybridization of electrons (Fig. 1a), is
characterized by semimetal properties, has comparatively low
heat conduction and heat capacity, but contains free charge
carriers. The other allotropic form, diamond (Figs 2c, d) with
atoms with the sp3 hybridization (Fig. 1b), has high heat
conduction and heat capacity and is a wideband semiconduc-
tor, in fact a dielectric, and does not contain free charge
carriers.

Regions with such contrasting physical properties in
carbon nanostructures are located extremely close to each
other (spaced less than 1 nm apart). This gives rise to the
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Figure 1.Carbon structures. Two types of hybridization of a carbon atom.

(a) sp2: three orbitals in a plane, (b) sp3: four orbitals from the tetrahedron

center and its top.
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unique characteristics of electron±phonon interaction in
carbon nanostructures. In such structures, regions with
metal and dielectric physical properties are very closely
spaced. The importance of this circumstance for creating
thermoelectric elements can be compared with the important
unique property of the uranium 235 isotope to produce via
fission more than one neutron in nuclear fission reactors.

In regions close to the interfaces of regions with different
allotropic states of carbon atoms, the ballistic transfer of
phonons mainly occurs in one direction. The phonon flow
in a semimetal, a graphite-like region, produces a peculiar
thermoelectric effect, so-called `phonon drag' or `phonon
wind' [1]. This effect was discovered in 1944 by my teacher
L EGurevich [2]. The efficiency of this mechanism in sp2ÿsp3
structures is 10±100 times higher than that of the usual
diffusion mechanism.

After Gurevich's paper, the phonon drag concept became
widely applied (see, e.g., monographs [3, 4]). In [5, 6], more
general equations were used in which the drag transfer was
compared with the diffusion process. In [5], the equation
specifying both these effects was analyzed, and this equation
was compared with the Fourier equation for the case of heat
transfer in a thin film perpendicular to its layer. It was shown
that the equation specifying both the drag and diffusionmuch
better approximates solutions of the kinetic equation than the
Fourier equation. However, to obtain the qualitative results
presented in this review, the use of these more complicated
equations is not required (see Sections 2 and 4).

Another characteristic inherent in carbon nanostructures
explained by the unique close spacing of regions with metal
and dielectric physical properties is high thermal boundary
resistance Ð the Kapitza resistance. The general problem of
interfacial heat transfer is relevant in both theoretical and
experimental physics, because this phenomenon is often
encountered in technical applications: the sp2=sp3 region
interface corresponds to the metal/dielectric interface. Elec-
trons cannot pass from the sp2 region (semimetal) to the sp3

region (dielectric); they cannot overcome the sp2=sp3 inter-
face, and heat is transferred through the interface only by the
phonon flow. Therefore, temperature drops mainly appear at
the sp2=sp3 interface [7].

The thermal resistance in nanostructures is well studied
[8±20]. Metal/metal or dielectric/dielectric pairs have been
investigated. Studies of thermal resistance at the metal/
dielectric interfaces in carbon nanostructures will be consid-
ered at the beginning of Section 4. As for the influence of
contacting boundaries on the thermal resistance [21±32], this
influence at the present stage of studies of carbon nano-
structures cannot change the qualitative results and therefore
is not discussed below.

All carbon nanostructures can be considered composites
representing a mixture of the sp2 and sp3 regions.

Nanocomposites are used for various applications: as
thermal interfaces, thermal-insulation materials, and materi-
als for a new generation of solar elements or thermal cells and
other thermoelectric devices [33±46].

At present, a great number of nanocomposites are
being investigated. They include nanocomposites contain-
ing spherical or quasi-spherical nanoparticles in matrices
(for example, SiÿGe systems in which both materials can
be either a matrix or a filler); multiphase nanocomposites
(for example, new thermoelectric nanomaterials: Bi2Te3,
PbTe alloys, and SiGe nanocomposites); nanocomposites
based on matrix media (polymers, solids, etc.) and nano-
tubes (single-wall, multiwall, straight, and bent); and nano-
fibers with different compositions. Complex composites are
also being studied which represent a branched network of
nanoinclusions (nanotubes and nanofibers bound in bundles
and pellets, aggregates or networks of nanoparticles of
different compositions) in polymers, nonmetal or metal
matrices, and nanocomposites containing nanowires, includ-
ing hollow ones [21±24].

The not simple structure of many nanocomposites, the
possibility of the coexistence of phases with different sizes and
physical properties, including semiconducting, metal, and
dielectric phases, and the complexity of phase interfaces
require consideration of the thermal properties of nanocom-
posites to understand the heat transfer processes in them.

In this review, we consider almost exclusively film
structures. One-dimensional structures (see, e.g., [47]) and
structures with superlattices [48±51] are not considered,
because they are absent in carbon nanostructures. On the
other hand, film materials with a high thermal electromotive
force (emf) not made of carbon nanostructures but of
standard semiconductors and semimetals have been exten-
sively studied [52±63]. The thermal [64] and thermoelectric
properties [65±75] of thin films made of various noncarbon
materials have been investigated in detail.

A peculiar carbon structure is graphene. The propagation
of heat in graphene is well studied (see, e.g., [76±80]). As for
the thermoelectric properties of graphene, a few studies in this
field are presented in Section 6.

In this review, the properties of carbon nanotubes and
fullerenes are not considered. It is difficult to call them
nanostructures; most likely they can be treated as polymers.

One of the most important applications of nanothermal
physics is the study and use of thermoelectricity observed in
some nanostructures. Undoubtedly, we will see in the nearest
future intense development of new avenues in energetics and
cooling systems. The design of thermoelectric generators
(TEGs) based on semiconductor and semimetal films has
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Figure 2.Carbon structures. Covalent bonds. (a) p bond corresponding to

(b) the sp2 hybridization, graphite-like structures; (c) s bond correspond-

ing to (d) sp3 hybridization, diamond-like structures.
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already been studied in many papers [81±92]. General
concepts of TEGs are considered in numerous books and
reviews [93±107], and therefore they are not discussed here.
Most attention is directed to investigations of thermoelectric
phenomena in nanostructured systems and materials. These
structures include carbon film nanostructures, composites
of carbon nanostructures, and graphene. All the results
obtained in investigations of TEGs based on conventional
materials are used, of course, in the development of TEGs
based on carbon nanostructures. Below, our attention will be
focused on the new features introduced into the thermo-
electric effect by the carbon nanostructure.

The aim of this review is to show how the drag and
thermal resistance phenomena observed in carbon nano-
structures can be used to achieve record thermoelectric
parameters and to develop scientific foundations and TEG
constructions operating based on these mechanisms.

In the review, a fundamentally new approach to the TEG
structure and materials is discussed, which provides, as
follows from theoretical estimates, the maximum thermo-
electric conversion. The TEG designs and materials proposed
here are protected with Russian patents [108±110]. Theore-
tical estimates presented below confirm the correctness of the
approach chosen. The experimental verification of the
approaches proposed is discussed and the solution to the
key problem of a substantial increase in TEG efficiency is
considered.

We were the first to focus in 2004 on the unique properties
of a carbon nanostructure [111]. Recent studies have allowed
us to move to the practical realization of new ideas. This was
facilitated by an RSF project headed by the author in 2016±
2018.

At present, there is a method for preparing monodisperse
sols of diamond nanoparticles about 5 nm in size [112, 113],
and monoatomic graphene layers were prepared from
thermally expanded graphite and studied in [114, 115].

The task of this review is to attract attention to the
verification of fundamentally new scientific ideas, which can
provide, in our opinion, a significant increase in the efficiency
of thermoelectric generators.

It is known (see, e.g., [116]) that the TEG efficiency is
determined by the quality parameterZ � g2s=w, where g is the
thermoelectric power or the Seebeck coefficient, and s and w
are the electric conduction and heat conduction coefficients,
respectively. The main problems in the choice of a thermo-
electric functional material are to increase g and decrease w
without a simultaneous increase in s. Unfortunately, the heat
conduction and electric conduction are usually proportional
to each other, following the known Wiedemann±Franz law
(see, e.g., [117]). In the best TEGs existing at present,
ZT � 1:5 at room temperature [118, 119].

It was shown in [120] that the electronic efficiency of
thermoelectric generation can approach the thermodynamic
Carnot limit if the electron transfer between hot and cold
reservoirs occurs at one energy level for the finite temperature
gradient and finite external potential difference. This takes
place in the absence of phonon heat conduction and thermal
losses.

This result shows that in principle it is possible to
approach the Carnot limit in thermoelectric devices in the
case of largeZT. It is possible to obtain the maximum electric
current and energy flux by reducing at the same time the heat
conduction [121±124]. This means violating the Wiedemann±
Franz law relating the electric and heat conductions.

In this review, only the Seebeck effect is considered. The
application of the results to other thermoelectric and thermal
effects in carbon nanostructures is obvious.

The first new idea discussed below is the increase in the
thermal emf coefficient g using the electron drag produced by
a thermal flow of noncolliding ballistic phonons. The second
one is the reduction in the heat conduction coefficient w
due to heat (phonon) scattering by the sp2=sp3 metal/
dielectric interface in a composite when a directly propor-
tional relation between the heat conduction w and electric
conduction s is absent.

The laboratory TEG model (patent [109]), developed to
realize the first idea, consists of alternating layers with the
sp2 and sp3 hybridized electron shells of carbon atoms (see
Sections 2 and 3). The thermal emf of such a TEG is mainly
determined not by usual diffusion, but by an order of
magnitude more efficient process of electron drag by a
thermal flow of ballistic phonons. The laboratory TEG
model (patent [108]), developed to realize simultaneously
both ideas, is a composite containing diamond-like particles
embedded into amatrix made of a graphite-like material. The
scattering of heat by sp2=sp3 interfaces in such a composite
considerably reduces the heat conduction, and electron drag
by ballistic phonons occurs.

In Sections 4 and 5, some models describing heat transfer
in various situations are presented, and we analyze studies of
the heat conduction of composites containing a matrix with
sp2 hybridized carbon atoms doped with detonation synthesis
diamond nanoparticles 4±5 nm in size. Such composites were
shown to be the most promising for creating thermoelectric
generators with record parameters.

The creation of such a structure seemed impossible even
only a few years ago. Themain obstacle in the way of develop-
ing a TEG based on carbon nanostructures is the difficulty
preparing a sharp enough interface layer between an artifi-
cially deposited carbon film with the sp2 hybridized electron
shells of atoms and a film with the sp3 hybridization.
Hopefully, this problem can be solved using a new technolog-
ical achievementÐ the microwave plasma chemical vapor
deposition (MWPCVD) method capable of providing the
interface thickness closest to the required value [125, 126].

The technological experience in the preparation of sp2 and
sp3 hybridization structures by the chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) method also seems promising for the development of
TEGs [125, 127]. Progress in the growing of carbon nano-
structures by the CVD method, the development of methods
for controlling parameters of layers at the atomic level,
experience in the development of technology, and studies of
diamond nanoparticles and graphene have provided the
beginning of practical realization of these new ideas.

Three types of sp2ÿsp3 structures are discussed in the
review.

(1) The two-layer sp2ÿsp3 structure in which the sp2 layer
no more than 50±20 nm in thickness is adjacent to the sp3

layer more than an order of magnitude thicker. This structure
should be prepared in one technological cycle (see Section 3).

(2) The two-layer composite±sp3 structure in which the
composite is an sp2 matrix containing diamond nanoparticles
with the sp3 hybridization. The composite layer 50±20 nm and
smaller in thickness is adjacent, as in structure (1), to the sp3

layer an order of magnitude thicker than the composite layer
(see Section 5).

(3) The two-layer composite±sp3 structure in which the
composite is an sp2 matrix containing graphene. The
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composite layer 50±20 nm and smaller in thickness is
adjacent, as in structures (1) and (2), to the sp3 layer an
order of magnitude thicker than the composite layer (see
Section 7).

The possibility of multiplexing these structures is dis-
cussed. With electric contacts applied and heating these
structures on one end and (or) cooling them on the other
end, they can be used to manufacture TEGs with record
parameters. Estimates show that the combined action of these
two effects should result in a 1000-fold increase in the ZT
parameter under ideal conditions. Even if the use of carbon
nanostructures in TEGs does not ensure the achievement of
record parameters, which are an order of magnitude better
than those of the existing thermoelements, an improvement in
parameters by a few tens of percent would be already very
important for developing a new area of studies of thermo-
elements based on nanostructures.

2. Thermal emf in carbon nanostructures.
Mechanism of ballistic phonon drag of electrons

2.1 Qualitative picture of ballistic phonon drag of electrons
Phenomena of interest to us are based on the interaction
of electrons with crystal-lattice vibrations in a nanostruc-
ture. Consider the qualitative picture of this interaction
(Figs 3 and 4).

Let us assume that a region with the sp2 hybridization of
carbon atoms has the higher temperature Th than the environ-
ment. This means that crystal-lattice vibrations (phonons) in
the higher-temperature region are excited more strongly than
in the region at the lower temperature Tc. Consider the
collision of phonons coming from the heated region with an
electron absorbing phonons moving in the electron gas in the
sp2 region. Electron drag involves electron propagation in
space in the direction of the momentum of the phonon

absorbed by the electron. Clearly, in a uniformly heated
sample, no directional phonon drag of electrons appears,
and the electron gas distribution does not change. If a
temperature gradient exists, it creates such a predominant
direction. Electrons are displaced. The electron concentration
in the cold region somewhat increases compared to that in the
heated region. A potential difference appears and an electric
field E is produced, directed opposite to the temperature
gradient. This phenomenon is namely the thermoelectric
effect E � ÿgHT.

Figure 3a shows the situation in an sp2 sample no more
than ten nanometers in size. Along with the drag of electrons
by phonons coming from the heated part of the sample and
having the momentum directed opposite to the temperature
gradient, there is a drag of electrons by phonons coming
from the cold part with the momentum directed along the
temperature gradient. The drag by phonons from the cold
region partly compensates the drag by phonons coming from
the heated region of the carbon nanostructure (Fig. 3a).

Phonons move randomly in all directions. `Cold' phonons
are created, in particular, in collisions between phonons
emitted during the combined motion of electrons with
phonons absorbed by them if after the decay (emission) the
emitted phonons remain in the same sample with the sp2

hybridized carbon atoms. The `randomization' of phonons
can also occur for another reason in an sp2 sample not of
nanometer size. Phonons emitted from the heated region, but
not absorbed by electrons, can pass to random motion (see
Fig. 4).

In the case of random phonon motion, the thermal emf
coefficient produced by the phonon drag of electrons is
inversely proportional to the temperature [2]. The smaller
the contribution of the random component to the phonon
energy, the more efficient the effective displacement in the
temperature gradient direction and, therefore, the higher the
thermal emf coefficient.

Namely such a phonon drag effect involving randomly
moving phonons was considered by my teacher Lev
Emmanuilovich Gurevich. He performed this study between
1940 and 1946. In 1940, he published the world's first
monograph on physical kinetics [128] containing the chapter
``Electronic processes in solids'' and sections ``Electronic
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process in metals'' (æ 19) and ``Kinetic equation for electrons
inmetals'' (æ 20). These sections are based on the bookTheory
of Metals by Bethe and Sommerfeld [129]. In these books,
no `drag' is present yet. In 1946, Gurevich published an
article ``Thermoelectric properties of semiconductors'' [2] in
the Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics. The
abstract of the article reports: ``The article studies a new, so
far not investigated mechanism of formation of a thermo-
electric force (thermal emf) due to the drag of electrons by a
phonon flow produced by a temperature gradient... .''
Gurevich later returned to this problem many times. Some
his pupils developed under his leadership the theory of
phonon drag of electrons. However, I did not perform such
studies with him.

Another situation (Fig. 3b) takes place in a carbon nano-
structure, which is unique because the sp2=sp3 sample consists
of regions with contrasting physical properties separated by a
very small distance, less than one nanometer. Electrons are
dragged by phonons coming from the heated region, but after
the end of their combined motion (after the decay of an
electron±phonon pair), the appearing phonons do not collide
with each other and their randomization does not occur. Such
emitted phonons pass, at least partially, from the sp2 to the
sp3 region and remain there, being absorbed! The same occurs
with some of the phonons appearing during the randomiza-
tion of phonons emitted from the heated region, but not
absorbed by electrons. In the first qualitative approximation,
we can assume that the number of phonons producing the
displacement along the temperature gradient is smallÐ they
are simply absent! Nothing prevents the drag by phonons
from the hot region, the reverse displacement being absent!
Phonons emitted from the heated region can be reasonably
called `ballistic' because they fly like stones from a ballista.

2.2 Quantitative theory
of ballistic phonon drag of electrons
2.2.1 Formulation of the problem of ballistic phonon drag of
electrons in carbon nanostructures. Consider the interaction
scheme (Fig. 5) producing the thermoelectric effect due to the
phonon drag of electrons. Assume that a sample contains a
region at a higher temperature Th than the environment. A
phonon with the wave vector q and energy �hoph is a particle
corresponding to crystal-lattice vibrations at frequencyoph in
this region. We will find the probability of a collision of this
phonon with an electron with the wave vector k and energy
close to the Fermi energy eF which will absorb with some
probability this phonon moving in the electron gas in the
region with sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. Let us assume that
the very first collision of the phonon occurs with an electron.
This scenario is typical for small samples.

The absorbed phonon imparts to the electron not only its
energy but also momentum. The phonon drag of the electron
leads to the additional displacement of the electron in the
direction of the momentum of the absorbed phonon. These
displacements are indicated in Fig. 5 by arrows 1 and 2. The
phonon drag of an electron is an elastic process. For example,
at the end of displacement 1, decay occurs, and a phonon is
emitted with the same wave vector q, but moving in an
arbitrary direction. Of course, the electron is also displaced
during the decay, but this displacement is small.

A unique property of the carbon nanostructure is the way
1 lies in the graphite-like sp2 hybridized region of carbon
atoms, but a phonon appearing at the end of this segment can
enter the diamond-like sp3 hybridization region. Because of

the high heat capacity of the diamond-like region, phonons
remain in it. Thus, in this case, the phonon leaves the sp2

region, in which the drag occurs, while electrons remain in it
after the drag. Electrons do not enter the dielectric diamond-
like region. This is the qualitative picture of the ballistic
phonon drag of electrons considered in Section 2.1 and
presented in Fig. 3b.

In sp2 regions ten nanometers in size, a noticeable prob-
ability (see Section 2.2.2) exists that the very first collision of a
phonon emitted from a region at temperature Th will occur
with an electron, and this electron will absorb the phonon and
will be displaced along the phonon motion direction, i.e., will
be dragged (see Fig. 5). The electron wave vector and energy
in the final state are written as k� q, ek � �hoq, respectively,
while the number of phonons will be Nq ÿ 1. This process is
naturally interpreted as the absorption of a phonon by an
electron. An elastic decay process of phonon emission by an
electron also exists. The wave vectors k and q and energies ek
and �hoq will return to their previous values, but the number of
phonons in the final state increases toNq � 1. This is phonon
emission, and the electron comes into equilibrium again.

When phonons move randomly (Fig. 3a), the picture is
different. In this case, electrons are displaced not only
opposite but also along the temperature gradient. Such a
process is shown schematically in Fig. 5 by arrow 2. The wave
vectors of the phonon and electron involved in this process
are primed. Clearly, the resulting displacement of the electron
against temperature gradient (3) in this case is much smaller
than displacement (1) during the ballistic drag.

These processes are of a higher order than individual
phonon±phonon or electron±electron interaction. The drag
process corresponds to the consideration of anharmonic
terms in vibrational energy.

Phonon±phonon collisions can be ignored because of the
smallness of the region; however, elastic electron±phonon
collisions should be taken into account. The qualitative
picture of the ballistic phonon drag of electrons (see Sec-
tion 2.1 and Fig. 3) shows that the electron concentration
changes due to the phonon drag of electrons. This produces
the thermoelectric effect.

It follows from dimensionality considerations that the
thermal emf coefficient can be written in the form g � akB=e,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge,

1
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k
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Figure 5.Diagramof the drag process shown in Fig. 3.Wavy lines show the

motion of phonons; the lines of short arrows show the combined

motionÐ the phonon drag of electrons. Distance 1 corresponds to the

drag of electrons by ballistic phonons moving against the temperature

gradient. Distance 2 corresponds to the drag of electrons by phonons

moving along the temperature gradient. Distance 3, the difference between

displacements 1 and 2, is the result of the random phonon drag of

electrons. The displacements of electrons after the drag and decay are

disregarded. Other explanations are presented in the text.
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and the dimensionless thermal emf coefficient a reflects all the
numerous mechanisms producing the thermoelectric effect.
The coefficient a is often called, like g, the thermal emf
coefficient, adding `dimensionless' sometimes.

In metals and graphite, which is a semimetal, the electron
concentration and, in fact, electron energy are independent of
temperature, and therefore the thermal emf of metals caused
by diffusion is small compared to the thermal emf of
semiconductors (see, e.g., [130, Ch. 11]).

However, it is not quite so. Experiments show that the
thermal emf coefficient in semimetals is not small. The value
of a is not of the order of 0.01, as follows from the theory, but
is about 0.1 or even unity. A F Ioffe was the first to point out
back in 1929 the prospects of using semimetals for creating
thermoelectric generators. The thermal emf of metals is in the
best case ten mVKÿ1. The thermal emf coefficient of impurity
semiconductors and metals is about a few hundred mV Kÿ1.
Even before the Great Patriotic War, Ioffe and his coworkers
at the Physical-Technical Institute, Leningrad, managed to
create thermoelements with an efficiency ZT of about 0.03
[130].

Thus, the thermal emf coefficient of metals related to the
mechanisms of diffusion and the drag of electrons by
randomly moving phonons can be written as (see [131], æ 68)

g � kB
e

�
A

kBT

eF
� B

y
T

�
: �1�

CoefficientsA andB are of the order of unity. The first term in
(1) is determined by diffusion and the second term, by the
drag of electrons by randomly moving phonons.

In semimetals, the second term is much greater than the
first. To compare terms in (1), note that the Debye tempera-
ture y and the Fermi energy eF in the same crystal are related
to each other. The parameters of the electronic spectrum of a
metal are expressed in terms of the lattice constant a and the
effective electron mass m. Thus, the Fermi momentum is
pF � �h=d (a � d, d is the size of the sp2 region), the Fermi
velocity is vF � pF=m � �h=�ma�, and the Fermi energy is
eF � vF pF � �h 2=�ma 2�. The parameters of the phonon
spectrum can also contain the atom mass M. The matter
density r is proportional to the mass M, r �M=d 3, and the
sound velocity (phonon velocity) can be written as
cs � �p=r�1=2, where p is pressure. This means that the
phonon velocity is proportional to Mÿ1=2. It follows from
dimensionality considerations that cs is proportional to
�m=M�1=2, and therefore cs � vF�m=M�1=2. We ascertain
that the Debye temperature is related to the Fermi energy as

kBy � �ho � �hcs
d
� pFcs � pFvF

�
m

M

�1=2

� eF

�
m

M

�1=2

:

By substituting this estimate of eF into the expression for the
thermal emf, we see that the second term in (1) dominates in
the entire temperature range because B4A�m=M�1=2 and
y=T4T=y. Recall that the Debye temperatures for graphite
along graphene planes and in the perpendicular direction are
760 and 2280 K, respectively.

Thus, the thermal emf in semimetals, in particular, in
graphite, is determined by the phonon drag of electrons rather
than by diffusion.

We can conclude that the thermal emf produced by
diffusion calculated for a metal g � �kB=e��kBT=eF� is
anomalously small because of the factor a � kBT=eF. All

this means that, in the region with sp2 hybridized carbon
atoms, it is necessary to take into account elastic phonon±
electron interactions resulting in the directly proportional
temperature dependence of the thermal emf coefficient g: the
first term in expression (1) for g is small, and second-order
terms produced by anharmonic vibrations can exceed it. This
contribution is produced by the ballistic phonon drag of
electrons. Let us analyze this process. A qualitative considera-
tion is not sufficient here, because the probability of this
process is unknown.

2.2.2 Estimates of characteristics of carbon nanostructures.We
determine first the conditions of the propagation of phonons
in a graphite-like region. Let us estimate the mean free path l
of phonons in a carbon nanostructure [131, 132]. A rough
estimate can bemade from the classical relation for vibrations
of a carbon atom with mass M � 12 a.m.u. with the
characteristic deviation x, namely, from the energy relation
Mo2x 2 � kBT. The characteristic frequency is o � cs=a,
where cs � �2ÿ5� � 103 m sÿ1 is the sound velocity in
sp2ÿsp3 hybridized carbon. Here, cs is assumed to be the
velocity of long-wavelength acoustic phonons, which make
the main contribution to the drag effect [2]. Then, the mean
free path is [131, 132]

l �Mc 2s a

kBT
� 5 nm :

This value gives an estimate of the sp2 hybridization region
d � 2ÿ4 nm in which phonons propagate without mutual
collisions, i.e., ballistically [132]. In a region of this size or
smaller, phonons propagate without randomization �l > d�.
The ballistic propagation regime allows us to calculate the
phonon flux intensity r as that of the radiation flux at
wavelength l from a blackbody for phonons. We have

r � 4p2�hc 2s
l5

�
exp

�
2p�hcs
lkBT

�
ÿ 1

�ÿ1
: �2�

We will now determine conditions in which electrons are
found. In the sp2 region, electrons represent a degenerate gas.
The degeneracy temperature

�h 2

kBma 2
� 105 K > T

is much higher than temperatures at which TEGs operate. It
was shown in [1] that quantum-size effects can be ignored if
the size of the regions in carbon nanostructures exceeds 3 nm
(see [133, ææ 22, 23]. Below, we consider only samples in which
quantum-size effects are absent in the sp2 region for both
phonons and electrons.

Note finally in the formulation of the problem that
electron±phonon interaction at temperatures above 10 K
involves namely the absorption of longitudinal acoustic
phonons [134, 135].

2.2.3 Probability of ballistic phonon absorption by an electron.
Let us now estimate the probability of interaction of an
electron from a degenerate electron gas with phonons (see
Fig. 3, points 2). When phonons move randomly and the
Debye temperature is y < T, from the displacement of an
electron absorbing a phonon and moving from `hot to cool',
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the displacement of the same electron (see Fig. 5) by a phonon
moving from `cold to hot' is in fact subtracted. As a result, the
thermal emf coefficient proves to be proportional to y=T.

For ballistic phonons, the situation is completely differ-
ent. All the absorbed phonons propagate against the
temperature gradient, while phonons emitted by electrons
are isotropic, andwe can assume that the emission of phonons
has no effect on average on the drag of electrons by a flow of
ballistic phonons.

Thus, the calculation of drag characteristics in this case is
considerably simplified. It is sufficient to find the probability
of phonon absorption by an electron, whereas the probability
of electron displacement along the momentum of the
absorbed phonon is 100%.

The scattering probability per unit time is calculated from
the known quantum-mechanical expression, which, in the
form that is the most convenient for the formulated problem,
is presented in [135, Ch.VIII, æ 3]. Details of calculations can
be found in [1]. As a result, we obtain the rate of absorption of
ballistic phonons by electrons:

W � 4pa 3

d 3

�
�h 2

2ma 2

�2
1

Mc 2s

2pcs
�h

�
kBT

2p�hcs

�3

G�3�z�3� d
cs

d 2 :

�3�

Here, G�3� � 2 is a gamma function, and z�3� � 1:2 is the
Riemann zeta function. Calculations show thatW > 1012 sÿ1.
Direct experiments [136] confirm, in our opinion, this result.

The electron±phonon interaction probabilityÐ the prob-
ability of phonon absorption by an electron for the phonon-
propagation time d=cs through a region of size dÐproves to
be more than 40%. The effect exists!

2.2.4 Parameters of the ballistic drag process in nanosize
carbon films. Note first that it is the interaction (absorption)
rate W (see (3)) and the motion time tb �Wÿ1 of ballistic
phonons that have a physical meaning. The probability value
determines the size x at which phonons move ballistically
until their scattering by electrons and by each other. The value
of x is determined by the condition

W
x

cs
< 1 :

If x > d, in the entire sp2 region, the time of motion
determining the drag and the corresponding thermal emf
coefficient will be t � tb. If x < d, the sp2 region should be
divided into two parts. In one of them, with size x, phonons
can be assumed ballistic, whereas in the other part, with size
dÿ x, phonons move chaotically. In the region of ballistic
propagation of phonons through a degenerate electron gas,
only the displacement of phonons against a temperature
gradient takes place.

Let us formulate qualitative results. First, the time of
motion of phonons in the ballistic regime tb �Wÿ1 is
inversely proportional to the third power of the temperature
of the heated region of the graphite-like region. Second, the
probability of absorption of a ballistic phonon by an electron
and, therefore, the drag probability is proportional to the size
x of the region of propagation of ballistic phonons.

Obviously, a new process of absorption of ballistic
phonons by electrons considered here gave a new tempera-
ture dependence of the thermal emf coefficient. The thermal
emf coefficient gb corresponding to the drag of ballistic
phonons can be estimated by replacing the Debye tempera-

ture y in the expression (see (1))

g � kB
e

B
y
T

for random phonon drag by some new `effective' temperature
�hW=kB of ballistic phonons. We obtain

gb �
kB
e

Bb
�hW

kBT
: �4�

Obviously, the contribution to the thermal emf coefficient
produced by the ballistic phonon drag is an order of
magnitude greater than that for random phonons in the
same material and reaches 103ÿ104 mV Kÿ1.

As pointed out above, electron displacements l caused by
ballistic phonon drag greatly exceed those in the case of
random phonons. These displacements are approximately
equal or smaller than the graphite lattice constant
a � 0:35 nm. On the other hand, the drag is possible only at
distances comparable to the phonon mean free path. The
thickness of sp2 layers that can be achieved using modern
technology (see Section 3) is not smaller than l � 50 nm. By
simplifying expression (4) and replacing the dimensional
thermal emf coefficient g � akB=e by the dimensionless
thermal emf coefficient a (see also [1]), we obtain

ab �
�
2pkBTl
hcs

�2

: �5�

Thenumerical factor is set equal to unity (cs � 1:5� 103 m sÿ1

is the speed of sound in the sp2 region). Estimates show that
the thermal emf coefficient �a � ab� is equal as a minimum to
600±700 at temperatures T � 3� 102 K. This means that the
thermal emf coefficient is g � 50 mV Kÿ1. We will assume
that the electric conduction of an sp2 film coincides with the
tabulated value s � 2500 S mÿ1 presented in handbooks for
carbon electrodes, while the heat conduction of thin sp2 layers
considerably exceeds the tabulated heat conduction of
graphite and is equal to w � 2000 W mÿ1 Kÿ1 [137]. Thus,
the efficiency of a thermoelectric generatorZT � Tg 2s=w can
reach ZT � 20 at room temperature. Recall that the effi-
ciency of the best of the existing TEGs [1, 138] is ZT � 1:5 at
room temperature.

Obviously, the effective temperature �hW=kB should not be
used in the `diffusion' term of the thermal emf coefficient (1).
The diffusion term appears due to electron±electron rather
than electron±phonon interaction. In the case of the random
phonon drag of electrons, the thermal emf coefficient is
inversely proportional to temperature [2]. Note that the
thermal emf coefficient in the case of the ballistic phonon
drag of electrons is proportional to the temperature squared.

3. Thermoelectric generator
based on film carbon nanostructures

The technology for preparing films made of graphite-like
materials for the development of thermoelectric generators
was experimentally demonstrated in [126] (Fig. 6). The
technology can provide the homogeneity and small enough
thickness of such a film and can ensure its location on a
diamond-like film with prepared contacts (Fig. 7) with the
acceptable interface (Fig. 8).

Figures 6±8 show a structure consisting of two types of
films with sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, i.e., this
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structure consists of graphite-like and diamond-like regions.
The diamond-like film is a peculiar `cooler' removing heat
from the graphite-like film. The diamond-like film can be
located either under (Figs 6b, 7) or above (Fig. 6a) the
graphite-like film. During the growth of the films, an inter-
face appears between them (see Fig. 8). Theoretically, the
interface thickness should be smaller than 1 nm. This is a
unique feature of carbon nanostructures (see Section 1).
Different methods for the deposition of films on each other
[125, 126] cannot provide an interface thickness smaller than
10 nm. Measuring the interface thickness is very complicated
and therefor unreliable, as pointed out in [125, 126].

Between the sp2 and sp3 films, a temperature difference
and phonon flow appear. The phonon flow drags the electron
gas in the sp2 film and produces a thermoelectric field.

Calculations of the drag efficiency and thermal emf
coefficient determined by the drag effect (see Section 2)

showed that the thermal emf coefficient exceeds by orders of
magnitude the known values for graphite, � 10ÿ20 mV Kÿ1,
in the temperature range slightly above room temperature.

Measurements show that the drag effect provides thermal
emf values that are two orders of magnitude greater than in
the case of the diffusion process. The placement of a graphite-
like �sp2� material on a diamond-like �sp3� film provides the
increase in the thermal emf. This is caused by the ballistic
phonon drag of electrons. Thus, conditions required for the
development of TEGs based on carbon nanostructures can be
achieved.

At present, applications of carbon films with sp2 hybri-
dized carbon atoms for the development of TEGs are
extensively being studied [1, 126]. The devices used in
experiments are protected by a patent [110]. Various aspects
of the phonon drag of electrons such as the Gurevich effect
and ballistic phonon drag in carbon films are studied in
experiments. The contribution of this effect in macroscopic
samples does not exceed typical values for the diffusion
contribution and is about 50 mV Kÿ1 in the best existing
TEGs. Detailed investigations were recently performed again
in the hope of developing graphene-based TEGs [138, 139]
(see Section 7).

The theory predicts that the ballistic phonon drag of
electrons can provide the value of g � 1:50 mV Kÿ1 [110]
(see Section 2). Based on these calculations, the design of a
TEGwith record parameters was proposed in [140]. It is being
proved at present [126] that such TEGs can be developed
based on carbon film nanostructures that can be produced
using modern technology.

Films consisting of layers of a graphite-like sp2 material
with a highly-ordered crystal lattice are prepared by dif-
ferent methods at synthesis and annealing temperatures of
about 1000 �C or higher. These temperatures exceed the
typical temperature of growing diamond films on different
substrates by the CVD method, which can change the
phase composition and damage the mechanical properties
of the sp3 layer due to thermal action during the deposition
of the sp2 layer on it. To achieve the technological
compatibility of the deposition processes of sp3 and sp2

hybridized carbon atoms, technological setups for produc-
ing graphite-like sp2 films at temperatures not exceeding
those used in the CVD method for growing sp3 layers were
investigated.

Graphite-like films were prepared by the microwave
plasma chemical vapor deposition (MWPCVD) of a graphite
target in the direct current regime.
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Figure 6. TEG prototype with the film structure prepared by the CVD

method. The drag process is shown as in Fig. 3b. The heat Q in a heated

region with temperature Th is transformed into the electron flow I flowing

in the sp2 region from a contact in the hot region to a contact in the cold

region with temperatureTc. (a) The sp
2 layer on a substrate is covered with

the sp3 layer. (b) The sp3 layer on a substrate is covered with the sp2 layer.

Each of these procedures has its technological advantages and disadvan-

tages [108, 109].
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The thickness of films made of the sp2 material was
measured in the range of 20±140 nm by the methods of
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), probe profilometry,
and scanning probe microscopy (SPM). The results coin-
cided. The SEM method could not provide reliable film
thickness measurements below 20 nm.

In experiments [126], the sp3 layers were for the first time
grown on layers with a high content of sp2 carbon. No other
reports about such experiments were found in the literature.
Studies of technological instruments for the preparation of
alternating graphite-like and diamond-like films have demon-
strated the possibility of creating structures with three or
more alternating layers used in a thermoelectric generator.

The TEG design used in experiments [126] is shown in
Fig. 9. Thermoelectric characteristics were measured with the
simplest two-layer system. First, an sp3 diamond-like layer
was grown on a 16� 16-mm quartz substrate, then a system
of gold contacts was deposited by photolithography. This was
followed by the deposition of a working layer (a graphite-like
film with heated and cooled regions on the edges) on gold
contacts. To build a measurement setup, it was necessary to
boil soft and package the obtained two-layer sample. Then, a
quartz plate cover was fixed on the surface of the packaged
substrate with the sp3=sp2 layers and the rod contact leads of
the boiled substrate. The whole system was fastened with
clamping plates.

A sample was heated to 250ÿ300 �C on one of the sides of
the plate with a contact heater. The heater temperature was
measured with a thermocouple. Cooling was provided with a
water-immersed copper rod pressed against the sample. The
temperature of the cooled part was measured with a
pyrometer. Typical thermal emf values measured for a
� 100 nm sp2 film deposited on the surface of a diamond-
like film were one±two orders of magnitude greater than the
typical value of 3� 10ÿ5 mV Kÿ1 for macroscopic pyrolytic
graphite. Obviously, the diamond-like sublayer provides an
increase in the thermal emf of the element. The values
obtained strongly depend on the location of the contacts;
however, the effect was always observed. The main difficulty
in the preparation of experiments was the necessity of
obtaining a sharp enough transition layer (interface) about
10 nm in width between carbon films with the sp2 and sp3

hybridized electron shells.
The technological instruments for depositing alternating

sp3 layers, the basic material (BM) of the thermoelement, and

sp2 layers, the additional material (AM) of the thermo-
element, were experimentally studied separately [125]. These
investigations involved the successive deposition of the sp3

layer by the MWPCVD method at low methane concentra-
tions in the working mixture (< 1%). Next, a layer of the sp2

material was deposited by the same MWPCVD method at
high methane concentrations (> 10%). Then, an sp3 layer
was again deposited at low methane concentrations in the
working mixture (< 1%).

Structural studies of three-layer materials consisting of
alternating BM and AM films were performed by the SEM
method, giving images of cross sections of the structures at
different stages of their creation. The thickness of the sp3 and
sp2 films in multilayer structures was 160±310 nm and 40±
150 nm, respectively. It is unlikely that theoretical predictions
can be completely realized at such thicknesses of the sp2 films;
however, experimental data obtained demonstrate without a
doubt the contribution of the thermal emf mechanism based
on the ballistic phonon drag of electrons.

A TEG based on multilayer carbon nanostructures of
alternating sp2 and sp3 films was patented [109]. The problem
was the development of a thermoelectric element with the
simpler construction preserving the high thermal emf coeffi-
cient.

This problem was solved using a thermoelectric element
consisting of a carbon BM with the sp3 hybridization of
atomic bonds and a carbon AMwith the sp2 hybridization. A
new feature is that the BM consists of at least two films with
an AM film located between them. In this case, the BM film
thickness �d� and the AM film thickness �b� should satisfy
relations 24 d4 50 nm and 14 b=d4 100, and electric
contacts should be deposited on the opposite peripheral AM
regions.

Figure 10 shows the vertical section of a TEG consisting
of many separate elements similar to Figs 6±8. As pointed
out in [109], a multilayer TEG is also made by the CVD
method.

ATEGbattery is built by forming first one element. Then,
the next AM layer is deposited on a BM layer covering anAM
and contacts in the element already prepared. The contacts
are then deposited on the AM layer, and a BM layer is grown
on these contacts. This process is repeated the number of
times needed to build the required thermoelectric battery.

The TEG begins to operate when a temperature difference
is produced between the contacts. If one contact and (or) an
AM region adjacent to it is cooled, whereas the other contact
and (or) an AM region adjacent to it is heated, an electric
current will flow in the external circuit between contacts.

At present, experiments with a TEG of this design
continue.

We can conclude that the idea of using the ballistic
phonon drag of electrons to increase the thermal emf coeffi-
cient g proves to be realizable in practice! The location of a
graphite-like material on a diamond-like film ensures an
increase in the thermal emf due to the ballistic phonon drag
of electrons.

We can say that the technological level will ensure the
development of carbon nanostructures for creating TEGs
with record parameters. The unique location of these
materials very close to each other inherent only in carbon
nanostructures guarantees the removal of phonons emitted
by electrons from sp2 regions after their combined motion,
which allows us to expect the achievement of a thermal emf up
to 0.1 mV Kÿ1.
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Figure 9. Diagram of a TEG used to measure the thermal emf coeffi-

cient in a film structure. Two-layer system used in experiments: 1Ð

thin graphite-like sp2 film prepared by magnetron deposition; 2Ðsp3

polycrystalline CVD diamond; 3Ðsilica substrate and pressing plates

at the bottom and top; 4Ðheating region located at the top left on the

sp2 layer, cooling region at the bottom right under the sp2 layer; 5Ð

electric contacts located between sp2 and sp3 layers. Other details in the

text.
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4. Thermal conduction in carbon nanostructures.
Mechanism of heat transfer through the sp2=sp3

hybridization region interface of carbon atoms

4.1 Qualitative picture of heat transfer
through the sp2=sp3 region interface
At present, there are a few models for explaining phenomena
observed during heat transition through the sp2=sp3 region
interface.

The first model, proposed by I MKhalatnikov more than
60 years ago [141], analyzes the phonon heat transfer through
the interface. The phonon flow is considered in the approx-
imation of an elastic continuous medium, and the influence of
phonons on electrons in a metal is ignored. For phenomena
on the dielectric±metal interface, this model predicts even at
low temperatures a temperature jump two orders of magni-
tude smaller than observed in experiments [142±145]. The
updated model proposed in paper [146] assumes that the
energy transfer occurs when phonons coming from a
dielectric to a metal interact with electrons in the metal.
Phonons are considered in the same approximation as in
Khalatnikov's model, while electrons are treated as gas. Both
these models are valid only at low temperatures, because only
low-frequency (LF) vibrations correspond well to processes
in a continuous medium. At high temperatures, high-
frequency (HF) crystal-lattice vibrations are also excited,
which do not correspond to such models.

The model proposed in [147] assumes that phonons in a
metal and a dielectric exist independently. In our opinion, this
model is valid only at very high temperatures when vibra-
tional frequencies of a crystal lattice in a dielectric are high.
Transitions of phonons from a dielectric to a metal at high
temperatures can be disregarded.

This is demonstrated in paper [148], where the last of the
known models of heat transfer through an interface is
presented. However, in [148], only the case of the interface
between two dielectrics is considered. In [149, 150], the idea
proposed in [148] was applied to the dielectric±metal interface
at room temperature, which is very important for estimates of
TEG efficiency. Of course, this theory can also be applied to
heat propagation through the graphite-like region±metal and
diamond-like region±dielectric interfaces, heat propagation
in the sp2=sp3 region interfaces in carbon nanostructures.

Heat transfer through the sp2=sp3 interface in addressing
TEG development was studied in [7].

Consider the transition of a wave through the interface
when the frequency of the wave incident from a dielectric to a
metal exceeds the maximum natural vibrational frequency of
the metal, but is, of course, lower than the maximum natural
frequency in the dielectric.

Such vibrations are discarded in all the knownmodels. At
the same time, it is well known (see, e.g., [151], p. 224) that the
Debye temperature in dielectrics greatly exceeds that in
metals. This difference is especially great for a composite in
which the dielectric is diamond. Our consideration below is
applied namely to this composite.

Figure 11 illustrates the solution to the problem of
vibrations propagating in a system of two different coupled
semi-infinite one-dimensional chains for the vibrational
frequency in a dielectric exceeding the maximum possible
vibrational frequency in a metal.

The following qualitative picture of the transition of
waves through the metal±dielectric interface was obtained:
HF vibrations penetrate from a dielectric into a metal, but
rapidly decay during their propagation from the sample
surface inside the sample. On the one hand, waves do not
propagate over the entire metal as do the waves considered in
models based on the elastic continuum approximation, and,
on the other hand, we cannot assume that these waves do not
penetrate into a metal as do the vibrations considered in
model [147]. Suchwaves near the surface also differ fromwell-
known Rayleigh waves [152]. They appear on the side of the
interface between two crystals where the speed of sound is
greater. In the case of a metal±dielectric interface, Rayleigh
waves appear on the dielectric side. On the contrary, the
waves considered here appear on the side where the Debye
frequency is smaller, i.e., in a metal. Obviously, the penetra-
tion of waves from a dielectric into a metal causes HF
vibrations of the metal crystal lattice and the energy of these
vibrations is transferred to the electron gas. In this way, the
energy is transferred from a dielectric to a metal. These
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Figure 11. Propagation of vibrations along two different coupled semi-

infinite one-dimensional chains for the vibration frequency in a dielectric

(diamond-like region D) exceeding the maximum possible vibrational

frequency in a metal (graphite-like region Gr). The straight line shows the

boundary of regions. High-frequency vibrations penetrate into the metal

but decay in it.
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calculations can be generalized to the case of a three-
dimensional crystal lattice.

This means that a new model of the energy transfer
through the sp2=sp3 interface should be realized in carbon
nanostructures. This model can explain the thermal proper-
ties of diamond±metal composites, in particular, the dia-
mond±graphite composite.

It was shown in [153] that thermal equilibrium in each of
the basic subsystems of a metalÐ the electron gas and
latticeÐ is established faster than equilibrium between the
subsystems. It has been assumed so far that this effect should
be taken into account only at high currents [153±155]. In this
case, the electron gas temperature Te proves to be higher than
the lattice (phonon gas) temperature Tph. Because of the
absence of thermal equilibrium, corrections appear to the
Ohm and Joule±Lenz laws.

It is easy to assume that the similar overheating or
overcooling of electrons compared to the phonon compo-
nent will also take place at the metal±dielectric interface, in
particular, at the graphite-like±diamond-like region interface
in a carbon nanostructure composite.

Consider what happens when a metal layer is heated or
cooled on one side and is in contact with a dielectric on the
other side (Fig. 12). Phononsmake transitions from ametal to
a dielectric or from a dielectric to a metal, and this thermal
flow reduces or increasesÐdue to the Fourier lawÐ the
temperature of the metal lattice. The heat from the electron
gas does not directly pass to the dielectric. Electrons heat or
cool the lattice in a metal and only then does relaxation occur
when the heat is transferred to the dielectric through the

phonon component. This anharmonic process is the manifes-
tation of the temperature difference between electron and
phonon subsystems appearing in the metal due to the
presence of the interface with the dielectric.

This situation takes place, for example, when a metal film
is deposited on a dielectric substrate or in carbon nano-
structures where diamond-like dielectric regions border
graphite-like regions with metal properties. The same situa-
tion is observed in materials with high-temperature super-
conductivity and in many other cases. The temperature at the
interface of two media always experiences a jump DT, which
can be assumed proportional in the first approximation to the
heat flow q. Such a dependence is similar to Ohm's law, and
therefore the proportionality coefficient r between the
temperature jump and heat flow DT � rq is called the
thermal resistance (or the Kapitza resistance). Obviously,
the thermal resistance characterizes the boundary, and its
value is very important for any thermal calculations of
systems containing medium interfaces.

A similar situation was studied in [156] for the case of a
second-order semiconductor. The authors of this paper
considered the influence of interfaces between the super-
conducting and normal phases on the heat conduction of the
superconductor.

As shown in [153], the equilibrium in each of the
subsystems (electron and phonon) is established faster than
between subsystems. This allows each of the subsystems to be
described in terms of local temperatures during relaxation.
There is an individual contribution to the boundary thermal
resistance caused by the establishment of equilibrium during
relaxation between the electron and phonon subsystems. This
contribution is naturally called the relaxation contribution.

The Kapitza resistance at the metal±dielectric interface
was studied in numerous papers. Recent papers are [147, 148,
157]. Each of them proposes a particular model of heat
transfer through the interface. However, all these models
neglect the anharmonic process in a metal near the interface
with a dielectric. At the same time, experiments [158] clearly
show the importance of this process in the analysis of heat
conduction.

Let us now calculate the Kapitza resistance taking
anharmonicity into account.

4.2 Quantitative theory of heat transfer
through the sp2=sp3 region interface
4.2.1 Formulation of and solution to the problem of heat
transfer through the sp2=sp3 region interface. Consider a
plane metal/dielectric, sp2=sp3 interface (see Fig. 12). Each
of the materials occupies a semi-space. The coordinate origin
is located on the interface. The x-axis is perpendicular to the
interface. It is assumed that thermal flows propagate only
along the x-axis. In introducing heat conductions of the
electron we and phonon wph subsystems, it is necessary to use
the Fourier equation for each sp2 subsystem. Recall that
Fourier equations relate the thermal and temperature flows of
the electron �qe;Te� and phonon �qph;Tph� subsystems,
respectively.

To solve the problem, it is important to take into account
the heat transfer from one sp2 subsystem to another. This
means that

q 0e � y�Te ÿ Tph� ;
q 0ph � y�Tph ÿ Te� :

Te�0�

Tph�0�

DTrel

DTph
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Figure 12. Temperature profile at the dielectric (diamond-like region D)±

metal (graphite-like region Gr) interface. The external boundary of the

dielectric is cooled. The dielectric temperature at the boundary is Td. The

electron temperature in themetal is shown by the dotted curve;Te�0� is the
electron gas temperature at the interface; the dashed curve is the phonon

temperature; Tph�0� is the phonon temperature in the metal at the

interface. The solid curve is the extrapolation giving the metal tempera-

ture Tm at the interface. DTph is the difference between phonon tempera-

tures at the interface; DTrel is the relaxation contribution to the

temperature jump. In experiments, the temperature jump DT is mea-

sured. Other explanations are in the text.
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The quantity y characterizes the efficiency of heat transfer
between subsystems. The prime means the derivative over x.

At a large distance from the interface, thermal equilibrium
exists. The electron and lattice temperatures coincide there,
Te � Tph � T, and change identically, providing a constant
heat flow q � ÿwT to sp2 with heat conduction w. Flows qe
and qph are components of this total flow. Therefore, w �
we � wph and

qe � q
we
w
; qph � q

wph
w

for x!1 :

It is now necessary to set the sp2=sp3 boundary conditions,
taking into account that the total heat flow to sp3 is caused
only by the propagation of phonons. Therefore,

qe � 0 ; qph � q for x � 0 :

One can already see from the formulation of the problem that
the properties of a dielectric (in this particular problem, the
diamond-like region with the sp3 hybridization) do not affect
the electron and phonon temperatures in a metal (in this
particular problem, the graphite-like region with the sp2

hybridization), and all further results should be the same for
the interface between any specified metal and different
dielectrics.

The solution to the problem gives the temperatures of
subsystems in a metal:

Te � Tm ÿ 1

w
qxÿ Lq

w
exp

�
ÿ x

L

�
;

Tph � Tm ÿ 1

w
qx� weLq

wwph
exp

�
ÿ x

L

�
:

The solution contains the characteristic distance from the
interface

L �
�
wewph
yw

�1=2

�6�

on which the electron gas and lattice temperatures are
equalized. The solution contains a constant Tm (see Fig. 12)
chosen so that the linear extrapolation of Te and Tph from a
region remote from the interface, where these temperatures
coincide, would give the temperature Tm at the interface at
x � 0. It is the temperature jump from Tm to the dielectric
temperature Td that is considered the temperature jump DT
measured in experiments (see Fig. 12).

The solution also gives the Kapitza resistance r, which
should be divided into two parts. The first is the phonon
contribution rph caused by the jump of the lattice temperature
Tph�0� (phonons in sp2) at the interface and of lattice
temperature Td�0� (phonons in sp3). The second part is the
relaxation resistance rrel caused by the temperature jump at
the interface due to slow anharmonic heat transfer (relaxation
in sp2) from electrons at temperature Te�0� to the lattice at
temperature Tph�0�. It proves to be that [7]

rrel � �wphy�ÿ1=2
�
we
w

�3=2

:

As a rule, Te�0� � Tm, and it is assumed that Tm ÿ Tph�0� �
rrel q (see Fig. 12).

Usually, we 4 wph in metals. Therefore, the Kapitza
resistance caused by relaxation can be expressed in terms of
two kinetic parameters characterizing only a metal (sp2

region). We have

rrel � �wphy�ÿ1=2: �7�

The additional contribution to the boundary thermal
resistance described by (7) appears because electrons transfer-
ring heat in matter prove to be involved in the heat transfer
only near the interface (see Fig. 11). For this reason, the heat
transfer through the interface becomes less efficient.

It is assumed in experiments [145, 159, 160] that the
temperature linearly depends on the coordinate both inside
an sp3 dielectric (see Fig. 12, region at the left), which is the
case, and inside an sp2 semimetal (the direct line in Fig. 12 at
the right), which is incorrect because of the presence of
electron gas in it. One can see (see Fig. 12) that the quantity
compared to the results of measurements of DT � Td ÿ Tm

can substantially differ from reality. In reality, the phonon
temperature difference at the interface is DTph�Tm ÿ Tph�0�.
Obviously, this value is smaller than the one that we want to
measure. If the electron temperature is measured in a metal at
the interface, the temperature jump isDTe � Td ÿ Te�0�. This
value is greater than the one assumed to be measured in
experiments.

The interval of the temperature difference by which
temperatures measured and predicted based on the linear
extrapolation can differ is

DTrel � DTe ÿ DTph � qL
w

�
1� we

wph

�
:

This value specifies the relaxation contribution to the
temperature jump at the metal/dielectric interface caused by
the slow anharmonic heat transfer from the crystal lattice to
the electron gas.

4.2.2 Analysis of the heat transfer through the sp2=sp3 region
interface. Obviously, the temperature and heat conduction
jumps should occur during the propagation of the thermal
flow through any metal/dielectric interface. However, to
verify the existence of the relaxation mechanism of heat
transfer between phonon and electron subsystems in a
metal, it is convenient to analyze the thermal jump at the
interface where the temperature jump �DTph� caused by
phonons is small. These results were confirmed by measure-
ments [161±165], but not for the sp2=sp3 interfaces.

Therefore, according to the expression representing the
thermal analogy of the known Landauer formula [166], the
temperature jump does not appear during the propagation of
phonons, DTph � 0. In this case, the measured temperature
difference is DTrel and is determined only by the relaxation
thermal resistance rrel.

To determine rrel from (7), it is necessary to know the
phonon heat conduction wph and the efficiency y of heat
transfer between the lattice and electron gas.

The value of wph can be estimated from the deviation of the
total heat conduction w of a metal from the Wiedemann±
Franz law relating the heat conduction and electric conduc-
tion s. Deviations from this law are caused, first, by the
inelastic scattering of electrons and, second, by heat transfer
by phonons. In a `poor' metal, such as a material with sp2

hybridized carbon atoms, the second reason is more impor-
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tant (see [131, p. 528] and [161]). Then, we obtain

wph � wÿ p2

3e 2
sk 2

BT :

As already mentioned, the Kapitza resistance calculated
from (7) is independent of the characteristics of a dielectric. It
is assumed in calculations presented above that electrons are
scattered only by phonons, and scattering by defects is
ignored.

The efficiency of anharmonic heat transfer between
phonon and electron subsystems in a metal can be calculated
from the relation in [154], according to which electrons in
metals whose heat conduction is mainly determined by the
heat conduction of the electron gas are involved in the heat
transfer only at a distance of the order of

L �
��������
we
y
:

r
As should be expected, the higher the heat transfer efficiency
between subsystems, the smaller the distance at which the
temperatures of these subsystems are equalized.

Thus, the relaxation anharmonic interaction between the
electron gas and lattice vibrations exists near the sp2=sp3

interface. This effect makes an additional contribution to the
temperature jump at the interface, which corresponds to the
increase in the thermal Kapitza resistance, i.e., the decrease in
the heat conduction of the system as a whole. The effect
appears because electrons do not transfer heat through the
interface and do not receive heat from a dielectric at the
interface. As a result, electrons prove to be colder than the
crystal lattice.

Thus, except conclusions concerning carbon nanostruc-
tures, a general conclusion can be made that the boundary
thermal resistance is independent of the dielectric material
adjacent to a metal if the phonon propagation coefficient at
the interface is close to unity. The boundary thermal
resistance depends only on the internal properties of the
metal.

The effect discussed above should be taken into account in
analyzing phenomena in metal/dielectric structures [2, 167].

4.2.3 Optimal carbon nanostructure composite for a thermo-
electric generator. To increase the heat±electric current
conversion efficiency, ballistic phonon drag by electrons is
used (see Section 2). Thermal losses are reduced using the
thermal resistance of interfaces between graphite-like and
diamond-like phases of the composite.

Now, it is necessary to predict and confirm experimentally
the existence of the optimal structure of the sp2=sp3

component. It will be shown below that the structure shown
in Fig. 13 is optimal. The economic efficiency of a TEG is
mainly determined by the conversion efficiency. The increase
in the main efficiency parameter Z of a TEG (showing how
many times the heat converted to current exceeds the heat
scattered due to the heat conduction), even by a few percent,
is already considered an important scientific and practical
achievement (see, e.g., [168, 169]).

The author of paper [170], devoted to thermoelectric
converters, with the distinctive title ``Thermoelectricity, the
ugly duckling,'' published in 2014 in one of the most
prestigious scientific journals, emphasizes the long-standing
dream of researchers and engineers to turn an `ugly duckling'

into a `beautiful swan'. However, the ways to fulfill this dream
have not been found so far, and the conversion parameter has
not been increased even up to three at room temperature.

A thermoelectric generator based on a matrix sp2

structure with diamond nanoparticles can open, in our
opinion, a possible way to solve this problem.

The high-temperature, high-pressure (HTHP) sintering of
carbon nanomaterials should produce a composite with very
closely spaced regions with the sp2 and sp3 hybridized
electron shells of carbon atoms. The coexistence of regions
with such different electric, thermal, electron, and phonon
properties spaced by interfaces of about 1 nm is a unique
property. The existence of such interfaces was also confirmed
in direct experiments [171].

Consider now the influence of the relation between the
shape and sizes of the sp2=sp3 regions on TEG efficiency.
Based on the results obtained, the optimal carbon TEG
nanostructure was proposed, which can be prepared by
sintering monodisperse diamond nanostructures of detona-
tion synthesis. The assumed sp2=sp3 structures represent an
sp2 matrix doped with sp3 nanoparticles.

We assume, as usual (see, e.g., [172]), that diamond
nanoparticles have the form of polyhedrons completely
filling the space, as is demonstrated by the covering of a plane
with hexagons with the side L (see Fig. 13). During sintering,
in fact, any diamond particle is covered with a graphite-like
sp2 shell of thickness l. These particles, each of them
consisting of a diamond-like sp3 surrounded by an sp2 layer,
form a carbon composite.

Assume that b is the maximum distance over which an
electron can be displaced by the phonon drag in the sp2 region
along a straight line without colliding with the sp3 region
boundary. The criterion for the possibility of ballistic drag in
the composite is b > 5 nm, because the electron mean free
path in graphite is � 5 nm (see Section 2.2.2). For the small
size of a graphitization region l5L, the maximum length

q

sp3L

L/2
I

2l

sp2

Figure 13. Model of the optimal carbon nanostructure composite. The

composite is formed from initial particles in which the sp3 region remained

(white region) and the surface layer became sp2 (grey region). The edge of

the initial particle is L; the distance between the boundaries of sp3 regions

is equal to the doubled thickness l of the sp2 layer covering each nano-

particle. It is shown that for the optimal conditions for the rectilinear

flowing of current, the distance between sp3 regions in the perpendicular

direction should be L=2. Electric current I (thin arrow) flows over the sp2

region and heat flow q (thick arrow), over the entire composite.
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over which the electron can be displaced after the absorption
of a dragging phonon without colliding with the boundary of
a diamond particle is b � L. Thus, to realize the ballistic
phonon drag of electrons in a composite, the composite
should be made of small diamonds, i.e., diamond nanoparti-
cles. Monodisperse diamond nanoparticles prepared by
detonation synthesis have a size of about 5 nm [112, 113],
and therefore the side L of a hexagon in our model slightly
exceeds 2.5 nm.

Because the phonon mean free path exceeds L, the electric
current I in the composite can appear only when an electron
absorbing a phonon moves along a straight line between
diamond nanoparticles. This condition is fulfilled when the
distance between the sp3 hybridized nuclei of particles is L=2
(see Fig. 13). In this case, the graphite layer thickness is
found from the condition 2l � �L=2� cos �p=6�. This gives
l5 0:54 nm. Simple calculations show that the total volumes
of the sp2 and sp3 carbon hybridization regions are approx-
imately equal. Calculations were performed using the follow-
ing values of parameters: the diamond lattice constant was
0.357 nm, the distance between graphite layers was 0.335 nm,
and the lattice constant in the plane of graphite layers was
0.246 nm. These values in graphite-like and diamond-like
structures can be slightly different.

The electric conduction of the sp2 region is many orders of
magnitude higher than that of the sp3 region, and therefore
the current mainly flows in graphite-like sp2 regions (see
Fig. 13). The conductivity of such a region is determined by
the electric conduction coefficient of the semimetal and the
ratio of the characteristic section of the region to the size in
the current flow direction. The size in the current flow
direction for a graphite-like layer covering diamond nano-
particles is approximately equal to that in the transverse
direction, along the section. It is easy to understand that the
ratio of the region area to this size and, therefore, the
composite conductivity is directly proportional to the thick-
ness of the sp2 regions. Thus, the optimal structure will be one
in which the thickness of sp2 regions corresponds to the
maximum thickness still allowing the ballistic phonon drag
of electrons. At the greater thickness of graphite-like layers,
the motion of phonons becomes chaotic, and the thermal emf
coefficient drastically decreases. On the other hand, at a
smaller thickness of graphite-like layers, the conductivity of
the composite decreases.

In a nanocomposite optimal for a TEG, what is important
is not only a decrease in the heat conduction caused by the
influence of each of the metal/dielectric �sp2=sp3� interfaces,
but also the influence of interfaces on each other. Consider
first a system with two interfacesÐplanes with coordinates
x1 and x2, shown in Fig. 14, when a thin graphite-like
`metal' region is located between `dielectrics'Ðdiamond-
like regions. We assume that the dielectric located at the left
(Ins 1) is heated.

To find the final thermal resistance r of such a carbon
nanostructure, it is necessary to calculate the temperature
jump DT after the propagation of the thermal flow q through
the entire sp2 region, i.e., the temperature jump at the
interface with the coordinate x2. Figure 14 shows that
DT � DTrel � Te�x2� ÿ Tph�x2�. Note that, as in the problem
about the thermal resistance of one interface considered in
Section 4.2.1, the temperature jump DT measured in experi-
ments almost coincides with the one caused by the relaxation
equalization of temperatures of the electron (Te) and phonon
(Tph) subsystems. In turn, Te at interfaces almost coincides

with temperatures TMe of the metal obtained by linear
extrapolation.

To solve the problem on the influence of numerous
interfaces, it is necessary first to calculate the relaxation
thermal resistance in a metal �sp2� film between two dielectric
�sp3� half-spaces. Figure 14 shows the geometry of the
problem.

The formulated problem is a combination of two
problems on heat transfer through the metal/dielectric
interface considered above (see Fig. 12 and Section 4.2.1).
As in the problem of heat transition through one interface,
we assume that heat in a metal is transferred only by two
subsystems: the electron gas and crystal lattice (phonons),
whereas the influence of other subsystems, for example,
defects, is insignificant. Therefore, the heat flow in a metal
can be written as qe � qph � q. Recall that each subsystem in
a metal is characterized by its own heat conduction related
to the electron (we) and phonon (wph) subsystems, and w �
we � wph. The heat propagation in a metal is accompanied by
thermal exchange between the subsystems characterized by
the coefficient y.

The solution to the model problem of calculating the
relaxation thermal resistance in a metal �sp2� film between
two dielectric �sp3� layers is considered in detail in [173, 174].
It was found that the temperature of the phonon subsystem in
a metal film is distributed as

Tph�Tph�x1� ÿ q

w
L
�
x

L
ÿ we

w
sinh �x=Lÿ �x2 ÿ x1�=�2L��

cosh ��x2 ÿ x1�=�2L��
�
;

where L is the effective length on which the electron and
phonon temperatures are equalized (L is described by (6), as
in the problem with one interface). The boundary thermal
resistance also changes due to relaxation of the electron and
phonon temperatures, not at one, but at two interfaces:

r � rrel � we
wphw

L tanh

�
x2 ÿ x1
2L

�
:

Tph�x1�

TMe�x1�
Te�x1�

TIns�x1�

TIns�x2�

Te�x2�
TMe�x2�

Tph�x2�
DTph

DTrel DT

x1 x2 x

sp3(Ins1) sp2(Me) sp3(Ins2)

Figure 14.Geometry of the model problem for measuring temperatures T

of the electron (dashed line) and phonon (dashed-dotted line) subsystems

in the sp2 region with metal properties (Me) located between sp3 regions

with dielectric properties (Ins). The solid straight line shows the tempera-

ture TMe, which usually approximates the temperature in the region with

metal properties. Temperatures at the boundaries are indicated. DT is the

temperature jump usually considered in measurements of the heat transfer

and its components: temperature jumpDTph of the phonon subsystem and

temperature jump DTrel appearing due to heat transfer from the electron

subsystem. Other explanations are in the text.
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It can be seen that, at large film thicknesses, the relaxation
thermal resistance saturates. At small film thicknesses, this
resistance is proportional to the film thickness and is
independent of the heat transfer between subsystems:

r � we
wphw
�x2 ÿ x1� : �8�

A TEG prototype considered below (Fig. 15) has
numerous interfaces. The heat conduction of this system is
calculated using the results obtained above, assuming that the
model system (see Fig. 14) is a repeating element in a system
with numerous interfaces. We assume that all the layers (sp2

films) are identical and have the same small thickness 2l (see
Fig. 13). Because the film thickness in these structures is much
smaller than the characteristic temperature-equalization
length (7) near one interface, L > 30 nm [173], we will
estimate the heat conduction from (8) by disregarding the
temperature lowering caused by dissipation in the volume.
This can be done for l5L. All the sp3 regions alternating
with the sp2 layers are made of the same material. We assume
that sp3 regions have the same size, L � 4 nm (see Fig. 13).

One can see from (8) that the heat conduction of the
structure under study linearly decreases with the increase in
the sp2 film thickness l � L, which leads to an increase in the
thermoelectric parameter Z � g2s=w, where g is the thermal
emf coefficient (Seebeck coefficient), and s and w are the
electric and heat conduction coefficients of the sp2 compo-
nent (the composite matrix). It is important that the heat
conduction of the composite decreases due to the heat
release at boundaries, and therefore the proportionality
between s and w according to the Wiedemann±Franz law is
absent!

Thus, as the heat conduction decreases, parameter Z
increases upon increasing the thickness of graphite-like
layers. Of course, the total increase is important, which
occurs until ballistic phonon drag exists in the structure.
When the optimal film thickness 2l � �L=2� cos �p=6� is
achieved (see Fig. 13), the heat conduction of wc of the
structure under study is determined by the thermal resistance
r � 1=wc, equal in the construction with optimal parameters

shown in Fig. 13 to

r �
���
3
p

4w

�
3w
wd
� we
wph
� 1

�
:

As shown in Section 5, such a structure provides the
maximum thermal emf coefficient of 80 mVKÿ1 compared to
composites not having the optimal structure, demonstrating
its increase by a factor of 40 for the minimal heat conduction
of 5 W mÿ1 Kÿ1, which means a fivefold decrease in the
heat conduction. These results were obtained for invariable
electric conduction. The combined action of these two effects
should result in a three order of magnitude increase in the
thermoelectric efficiency parameter Z.

Thermoelectric generators based on the composite with
diamond nanoparticles shown schematically in Fig. 16 can be
used to build batteries, like TEG batteries based on film
structures (see Section 3).

5. Thermoelectric generator
based on a composite of an sp2 matrix structure
with diamond nanoparticles

In this section, the properties of TEGs based on composites
produced by the sintering of diamond nanoparticles are
discussed [7]. At present, it is the sintering method that
seems promising for the production of structures (see
Fig. 13) with the optimal values of thermal emf, electric, and
heat conduction.

The TEG design patented as a useful model [110] is
shown in Fig. 15. The TEG model corresponding to the
theory developed in Sections 2 and 4 is presented in Fig. 16.

According to the results presented in Sections 2 and 3, to
achieve the ballistic phonon drag of electrons, diamond-like
sp3 layers are needed to remove heat from sp2 regions. The
thickness of an sp2 layer should be of the order of the phonon
mean free path. The sp2 layer itself should be a matrix
containing diamond nanoparticles. The sintering produces a
composite in which each nanoparticle consists of a diamond-
like sp3 kernel surrounded by the sp2 layer of the matrix. Such
a structure should be as close as possible to the ideal structure
calculated in Section 4 (see Fig. 13).

DND

DND

DND

DND

DND

DND

� ÿ

5 nm

Graphite

Heating Cooling

sp2

sp3

V

Figure 15. Optimal TEG design according to patent [110]. Along with a

graphite-like film 5 nm in thickness and two much thicker diamond-like

films, the design contains a matrix with the sp2 structure with detonation

diamond nanoparticles (DNDÐDetonation Nanodiamond) [114, 115].
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Figure 16. Model of the optimal TEG based on a composite consisting of

the matrix sp2 structure with diamond nanoparticles. Tc and Th are

temperatures of the cooled and heated parts, respectively. The composite

contains diamond nanoparticles (ND) � 5 nm in size in a graphite-like

matrixÐa 10-nm-thick film where the distance between nanoparticles is

5 2:5 nm. Other explanations are in the text.
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The phonon mean free path in the sp2 region is estimated
as� 5 nm in Section 2.2.2. If the sp2 region contains diamond
nanoparticles about 5 nm in size and the influence of defects
on the propagation of phonons can be ignored, then, for an
sp2 region size of 10 nm or even slightly larger (see Fig. 16),
the drag of electrons will be mainly determined by ballistic
phonons. It is known that long-wavelength acoustic phonons
make the main contribution to the drag [175], and electron±
phonon interaction at temperatures above 10 K occurs
namely due to absorption of such longitudinal acoustic
phonons [134].

Thus, the optimal technologically achievable sizes of the
model shown in Fig. 16 are the sp2 layer thickness of about
10±20 nm and the thickness of the sp3 layer above 100 nm.

The basic requirements for the choice of a thermoelectric
functional material are, first, a high thermal emf coefficient
and, second, a reduction in the heat conduction without
the simultaneous reduction in the electric conduction. Based
on the results presented above and taking the most adverse
values, we can estimate quantities entering Z such as
g5 0:1 V Kÿ1, s � 1 S mÿ1, and w � 1=r � 10 W mÿ1 Kÿ1.
Then, the proposed TEG construction should have the
thermoelectric efficiency ZT5 1.

So far, attempts to create the TEG construction shown in
Fig. 16 have failed. More specifically, researchers have not
been able to create a matrixÐan sp2 film containing faceted
diamond nanoparticles 4±5 nm in size and a thickness smaller
than 20 nm required to obtain ballistic drag. The high-
pressure, high-temperature method was used to produce
specks of diamond nanoparticles [137, 176] with a structure
similar to that shown in Fig. 13, although not satisfying the
optimization conditions presented above, for example, in
thickness; also missing is a `cooler'Ðan sp3 film. The heat
can be removed from sp3 regions of only a few particles
contacting a high-pressure chamber in which sintering occurs.

Measurements of the heat conduction (w�2ÿ7Wmÿ1 Kÿ1)
and electric conduction (s4 0:6 S mÿ1) of speck samples
obtained at a pressure of 7 GPa and temperature above
1500 K from agglomerates 100±200 nm in size of diamond
nanoparticles 4±5 nm in size show that the chosen construc-
tion is promising. This is confirmed by the measurements of
the thermal emf coefficient of specks presented in Fig. 17.

The thermal emf coefficient in Fig. 17 has a distinct
maximum. Because the amount of the sp2 phase undoubtedly
increases with increasing sintering temperature, we can
assume that this dependence confirms the conclusion about
the existence of the optimal sp2=sp3 ratio made in Section 4.
The maximum value of the thermal emf coefficient exceeds
the minimum value 5 mV Kÿ1 for graphite by less than
twentyfold, rather than 1000-fold, as expected by comparing
the combined efficiency of the phonon drags of electrons with
the diffusion mechanism. This is explained by the fact that, as
mentioned, the optimal TEG design has not been created.

It seems that a porous structure, which is undoubtedly
inherent in a powder before sintering, disappears at pressures
of about 7 GPa. This is confirmed, in particular, by measure-
ments of the speck density, which amounts to about
2.8 g cmÿ3. However, the requirement that at temperatures
above 1400 �C the graphitization of the surface of particles
4 nm in size occur at the same depth independent of the size of
the initial aggregate and the location of the particle with
respect to the agglomerate surface seems not to be fulfilled.
The model should also be modified. Clearly, individual
particles 4 nm in size will never be arranged so symmetrically

as shown in Fig. 13. A principal disadvantage is also the
absence of efficient heat removal.

Nevertheless, the experimental result presented in Fig. 17
can be considered promising. In the development of a TEG, it
is important to obtain the maximum value of the parameter
Z, which is determined not only by the increased thermal emf
coefficient but also by the assumed heat conduction coeffi-
cient undoubtedly decreasing in the composite under study.

6. Thermal emf of graphene

6.1 Phonon drag of electrons in graphene
The thermal emf of two-dimensional systems has been
considered in many studies (see, e.g., [177±187]). However,
the thermal emf coefficient of graphene in the mechanism of
the phonon drag of electrons was calculated only in [138, 188].
The contribution of the phonon drag of electrons to the
thermoelectric current in graphene was studied in [188, 189]
based on ideas considered in [1] (see Section 2).

It is known that graphene is a material with strong
electron±phonon interaction [190±192]. Therefore, we can
expect that the phonon drag will make a considerable
contribution to the thermoelectric properties of graphene.
The qualitative picture of the phonon drag of electrons in
graphene does not differ from the usual one (see [2] or [131).
Graphene can be treated as a semimetal (Fig. 18). However,
the quantitative theory and the calculation of the thermal emf
coefficient are significantly different.

The phonon drag of electrons at room temperature
proved to be insignificant compared to diffusion, but its
relative contribution increases with decreasing temperature.
The dependence of the drag thermoelectric current on
temperature kBT (below, simply T ) and the Fermi energy eF
fundamentally differs from similar dependences for the
diffusion current.

Consider an electron in a state with the wave vector k. As
in Section 2.2.3, we can calculate the probability of transition
of this electron to a state with the wave vector k 0 during the
absorption of a phonon with the wave vector q � k 0 ÿ k. A
specific feature of graphene is that the electron energy e near
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the Dirac point (Fig. 18a) is directly proportional to the wave
vector: e � �hvFk. The distribution of phonons with frequency
oph is described, as usual, by the Bose±Einstein expression
nph�q�.

The matrix element in the strong coupling model and the
deformation potential approximation were calculated in
[189]. The electronic transition probability has the form

W � w�k! k 0� nph�kÿ k 0� d
�
k 0 ÿ k� oph�k 0 ÿ k�

vF

�
;

where

w�k! k 0� � 2p
�h

1

vFmoph�k 0 ÿ k�
��D�k! k 0���2 S

N
:

Here, S is the graphene sample area, m is the carbon atom
mass, and N is the number of crystal cells in a sample. The
quantity w is used in the kinetic equation. Note that the
transition probability is obtained proportional to the density
of atoms in a graphene crystal.

For small values of the wave vectors of phonons and
electrons near Dirac points, we can assume [189, 193] that the
direct proportional dependence

D�k! k 0� � eaq

exists for the matrix element D. One can see from this
expression that the modulus of the matrix element is
proportional to the modulus of the phonon wave vector.
The introduced parameter ea should be of the order of the
bond energy in the atom. Then, the ratio ea=a of the bond
energy to the lattice constant gives the estimate of the electron
energy gradient in graphene. In the approximation used, the
matrix element is independent of the directions of the wave
vectors.

6.2 Calculation of the thermal emf coefficient of graphene
6.2.1 Thermoelectric current caused by the phonon drag of
electrons in graphene. We will consider the phonon drag of
electrons according to the approach presented in [135, Ch. IX,
æ 10].

We assume that the electron subsystem does not affect the
phonon system. We will use the kinetic equation to estimate
the influence of the temperature gradient of the phonon
distribution in a sample in the relaxation time �tph� approx-
imation. Then, the phonon distribution function will obtain,
as usual, a small addition,

n
�1�
ph �q� �

tph�q�
�hq 2

�
q
qT
qr

�
:

To solve the kinetic equation taking into account the
absorption of a phonon by an electron and the decay of this
pair into an electron and phonon, it is necessary to know the
collision integral�

q
qt

f �k; r�
�

coll

�
�

q
qt

f �1��k; r�
�

ph

:

The collision integral contains the electron distribution
function f �k; r� depending on the wave vector k and spatial
coordinates r. The electron distribution function consists of
the Fermi±Dirac function f �0� with energy e and a small
addition f �1�. Using expressions for the electronic transition
probability during scattering by phonons obtained in Sec-
tion 6.1.1, we write�

q
qt

f �1��k�
�

ph

�
�
dq

4p2
q f �0�

qe
�hoph�q�

� n
�1�
ph

ÿ
w�k! k� q� � w�k� q! k��dÿjk� qj ÿ jkj� :

One should bear in mind that transition probabilities w
entering these equations correspond to chaotic processes
and therefore depend only on the magnitude of the phonon
wave vector, but not on its direction.

Below, calculations are performed (see [135, Ch. VII, æ 4])
using the phenomenological power dependence of the
phonon relaxation time on the wave vector. We have

tph�q� � Aqg ;

where A is the proportionality coefficient.
We obtain the following expression:�

q
qt

f �1��k�
�

ph

� S

�hN

e 2aA
mvF

�
qT
qx

��
q f �0�

qe

�

�
�
�2k�2�g cos yk

���
p
p
2

G�3=2� g=2�
G�2� g=2�

�
:

The factor with the gamma function for reasonable exponents
g in the dependence of the phonon relaxation time on the
wave vector is about unity. It is assumed that the x-axis is
directed along the vector k. The expression written above can
be represented in the form�

q
qt

f �1��k�
�

ph

�
�
vF

k

k
HT
��

q f �0�

qe

�
Gph�k� ;

where the dimensionless functionGph�k� is introduced, which
can be found from a comparison with the previous expres-
sion.

We can now calculate the thermoelectric current caused
by the random phonon drag of electrons.

eF

ek

k
� T

a b

Figure 18. Band structure of graphene upon heating. The thermoelectric

effect is possible. Graphene conductivity is similar to that of a graphite-

like material, but it has the linear dispersion law e � �hvFk. (a) Electrons
appear in the conduction band due to heating up to temperature T.

(b) Fermi level in graphene. The `Fermi sea' is shown.
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Let us write the stationary kinetic equation for processes
of the absorption of a phonon by an electron and the decay of
this pair into an electron and phonon, assuming the presence
of the temperature and chemical potential m gradients and the
electric field E. In this case, the phonon collision integral is a
part of the coefficient in front of the temperature gradient,
while the electron collision integral in the relaxation time t�k�
approximation remains on the right-hand side. We have

vk
q f �0�

qe

�
mÿ Eÿ Gph�k�T

T
HTÿ Hm� eE

�
� f �1��k�

t�k� : �9�

From this, we can find the addition to the distribution
function caused by the phonon drag of electrons:

f
�1�
ph � �vkHT�

q f �0�

qe
Gph�k�t�k� :

The rest of the terms on the left-hand side of the kinetic
equation determine the addition to the distribution function
caused by the interaction of only electrons. This addition will
be considered later.

The general expression [131] for the current density
produced by electrons with velocities vk along the k direction
in two-dimensional graphene has the form

j � e
1

p2

�
d2k f �1��k�vk :

Let us introduce a phenomenological power dependence of
the electron relaxation time on the modulus of their wave
vector or energy:

t�k� � Bkb � ~Be b ;

where B and ~B are coefficients.
Now, it is necessary to discuss the position of the Fermi

level in the system (Fig. 18b).
We assume that the `Fermi sea' submerges the linking

place of cones at the Dirac point and that the Fermi energy eF
measured from the cone linking point proves to be much
higher than the temperature, which corresponds to the case
of a strong degeneracy of the electron gas. Then, transfer
processes contain only the contribution of electrons with
energy near eF.

The expression for the relaxation time t�kF� of electrons
with the Fermi energy is similar to the expression (see [135],
Ch. IX, æ 7, formula (7.8)) for the conductivity of metals.
Then, as is known, the temperature correction to the integral
will be proportional to T 2. The electric conductivity coeffi-
cient in the expression for current has the form

s � e 2vF
2p�h

t�kF�kF :

The electric conductivity coefficient in graphene, which is a
two-dimensional system, has the dimensionality S, rather
than S mÿ1, as in a three-dimensional system. Similar
changes in the dimensionality are also present for other
quantities characterizing graphene. The final expression for
current produced by the phonon drag of electrons in graphene
has the form

jph � s
e

S

N

e 2a tph�kF�
m�hv 2F

qT
qr

k 2
F

�
21�g

1���
p
p G�3=2� g=2�

G�2� g=2�
�
: �10�

6.2.2 Thermoelectric current caused by the diffusion of
electrons in graphene. The temperature dependence of the
chemical potential in graphene has the form

m � eF

�
1ÿ p2

6

�
T

eF

�2�
:

This expression is similar to the corresponding one for the
chemical potential of the electron gas (see [151]), except for
the doubled factor in front of the temperature squared, which
is due to the two-dimensionality of graphene.

We now use kinetic equation (9) in the relaxation time
approximation, but without the phonon contribution. By
substituting the expression for chemical potential into (9),
we obtain the correction to the electronic distribution
function:

f �1��k� � t�ek� q f
0

qe

�
ek ÿ m
T
ÿ p2

3

T

m

�
vF
k
�kHT � :

After integration with an arbitrary parameter b, the expres-
sion for the current produced by diffusion of electrons in
graphene will have the form

j � eHT
p

3�h 2
Tt�kF��bÿ 0:5� : �11�

6.2.3 Thermal emf coefficient of graphene. Obviously, expres-
sions (10) and (11) for currents contain many identical
quantities. First of all, they are the electron relaxation time
and the temperature gradient, and also the electron charge
and Planck's constant squared. The ratio of currents caused
by various mechanisms is

jph
j
� 1

T

S

N

e 2a tph�kF�
mvF

k 3
FCj ;

where Cj is the dimensionless coefficient around unity for
reasonable values of phenomenological exponents b and g.

Further estimates can be conveniently performed by
expressing the Fermi momentum �hkF in terms of the lattice
constant a, the Fermi energy eF, and the atomic bond energy
ea. Obviously,

kF � p
a

eF
ea
:

The ratio S=N is also expressed via the lattice constant. As a
result, the ratio of current is written in the form

jph
j
� eF

kBT

eF
ea

eF
ec

p3Cj : �12�

This expression contains one more quantity,

ec � mvFa

tph�kF� ;

with the dimensionality of energy characterizing the electron±
phonon interaction energy.

The Fermi energy eF in graphene can be estimated as
0.1 eV and the atomic bond energy ea as 10 eV. This gives the
product of the first two cofactors at room temperature in (12)
of about 0.01. The relation between the classical diffusion
current and the drag thermoelectric current in graphene is
determined by energy ec. The unknown quantity is the
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phonon relaxation time only. The same relaxation time also
characterizes the heat conduction of graphene, because it
determines the phonon flow with the presence of the
temperature gradient.

Various mechanisms determining the relaxation time of a
phonon system are analyzed in paper [194] explaining the heat
conduction of graphene samples. In this paper, the theory was
compared with experiments in the temperature range of 10±
1000 K. One can assume that the experimental setup and
graphene samples used in [194] can also be applied for
measurements of the thermoelectric current, and therefore
the values of the constants are taken from this paper.

Three relaxation mechanisms of a phonon system exist.
The first mechanism is related to anharmonic vibrations in
the interaction of atoms in a crystal lattice and correspond-
ingly to three-phonon processes. However, anharmonic
corrections become important only for large amplitude
displacements, which corresponds to the large occupation
density of the phonon subsystem. This takes place only at
temperatures above 1000K, greatly exceeding room tempera-
ture. The theory of the phonon drag of electrons is developed
for considerably lower temperatures, and therefore three-
photon processes are not considered here.

The second mechanism is the scattering of phonons by
point defects. The phonon drag effect substantially depends
on the relaxation time of phonons with the wave vector
coinciding with the wave vector of electrons with energy eF.
The relaxation time tdph is described by the expression (see
[195, 196])

1

t dph�kF�
� Cdc

eF
ea

omax ;

where Cd is a coefficient of about 10 depending on the defect
type, c � 10ÿ6 is the relative concentration of defects, and
omax � 3� 10ÿ14 sÿ1 is the maximum phonon frequency. For
the data presented in [195], the relaxation time in graphene in
this mechanism is 10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ4 s.

Finally, the third mechanism is the scattering of phonons
by sample boundariesÐgraphene lobes. In this case, the
relaxation time tbph corresponds to the phonon transit time
over the entire sample. The size of graphene lobes used in
[195] was 1±10 mm. The phonon velocity (sound velocity) is
103 m sÿ1. These values give a time of about 1±10 ns. The
relaxation time of the phonon system is determined by the
smaller timeÐ the time of scattering by sample edgesÐand
is about 1 ns.

The estimated relaxation time of the phonon subsystem of
graphene allows us to estimate the electron±phonon interac-
tion energy as ec � 0:01 eV. This means that the ratio of the
current caused by the phonon drag of electrons and the
classical diffusion current proves to be about unity at room
temperature.

We can now estimate the thermoelectric current in
graphene caused by the phonon drag. Let us rewrite
expression (10) in the form

jph � sgkB
dT

dx
;

where the thermal emf coefficient of graphene related to
the phonon drag of electrons can be estimated as g �
10ÿ80 mV Kÿ1. This is the main result of this section. Figure
19 presents the thermal emf coefficients due to the phonon
drag of electrons and the diffusion mechanism as functions of

the Fermi energy eF at room temperature. One can see that the
thermal emf coefficient of graphene produced by the phonon
drag of electrons greatly exceeds the thermal emf coefficient
of graphite equal to 4 mV Kÿ1.

Note that the phonon energy is approximately two orders
of magnitude lower than the energy of electrons with the same
value of the wave vector. This is explained by the fact that the
phonon velocity (sound velocity) greatly exceeds the electron
velocity (Fermi velocity). To observe the drag effect, phonons
with a wave vector of the order of kF should be excited, which
therefore have an energy of� 0:001 eV. In fact, this is the limit
of the applicability of this theory over temperature from
below, � 10 K. At higher temperatures, the phonon drag
effect should make the main contribution to the thermoelec-
tricity. Because the drag current is proportional to the Fermi
energy in the third power, according to expression (12), we
can assume that the contribution of the drag current to the
total current will increase with increasing Fermi energy. The
phonon drag effect will also increase as the size of graphene
lobes increases.

7. Thermoelectric generator based on
an sp2 region graphene matrix composite

Unfortunately, a graphene-based TEG has not been created
so far. Graphene and its compositesÐgraphene lobes in a
polystyrene matrixÐwere studied in papers [197±199] and
[200±202], respectively. Graphene films on silicon were
investigated as well [203]. The aim of all these papers is to
learn to place graphene films conveniently to create a TEG.

Based on considerations presented in Sections 2, 4, and 6,
we can assume that TEGs based on an sp2 region graphene
lobe composite will have the best parameters (Fig. 20).

Figure 20 presents a graphene-based TEG model
similar to that with diamond nanoparticles shown in
Fig. 16. An sp3 layer is prepared, which is covered with an
sp2 matrix layer with graphene lobes. Of course, it is
possible to prepare a structure with a substrate covered
with an sp2 matrix layer with graphene lobes and an sp3

layer deposited above. Possibly, a TEG battery will also be
created (see Section 4). A graphene composite should use
both effects discussed above, namely, a high thermal emf
and low heat conduction.
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Figure 19. Contributions to the thermal emf coefficient g graphene as

functions of the Fermi energy eF at room temperature. The thin line is the

contribution of the phonon drag of electrons, and the thick line is the

contribution of the diffusion mechanism.
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8. Conclusions. Path to a thermoelectric
generator with record parameters

Let us compare TEGs proposed at present (see [116, Ch. 11])
and TEGs based on carbon film structures.

The commercial production of semiconductors resulted in
the development of TEGs consisting of semiconducting
thermoelements in series in an electric circuit, each of them
being formed by two branches made of a semiconductor with
p- and n-type conductivities, respectively.

It is known [204] that the Bi2Te3 melt has the highest
thermoelectric efficiency �Z � 0:003 Kÿ1� at room tempera-
ture among homogeneous materials. The highest efficiency Z
is achieved because, alongwith the usual diffusionmechanism
of the redistribution of electrons between hot and cold regions
in conductors, the much more efficient mechanism of drag of
electrons by a thermal flowÐphononsÐ is possible, which
is known as the Gurevich effect [2]. The phonon flow
drags electrons toward the cold end of a sample, making
a contribution to the thermal emf coefficient. In doped
bismuth, a Bi2Te3 semimetal, this effect determines the total
thermal emf coefficient and the record thermoelectric para-
meter mentioned above. Note that the authors of paper [204]
do not mention themechanism of phonon drag of electrons in
the explanation of the thermoelectric effect.

A thermoelectric element exists (see patent [205]) contain-
ing bismuth (or a melt with bismuth, bismuth in other metals,
and mixtures of these materials, possibly containing some
additions) as an additional material placed into extended,
parallel-oriented pores of the main porous material with
pores 5±15 nm in size. The main material is unoxidized porous
aluminum, porous glass, or porous silica gel in the volume
form. Electric contacts are connected to the end surfaces of the
additional material in pores of the main material.

The record high value of parameterZ � 0:08 Kÿ1 at 77 K
achieved in such a thermoelectric element is at present not yet
sufficient for many applications; in addition, the thermo-
electric element has a relatively low efficiency and cannot
satisfy ecological requirements. Note that the ballistic
phonon drag of electrons undoubtedly takes place in this
element, but the authors of patent [205] do not mention this
mechanism of the thermoelectric effect (see, e.g., [170]).

A thermoelectric material developed based on carbon
nanostructures (see Section 5) has a higher Seebeck coeffi-
cient than in traditional semiconductors and, correspond-
ingly, a higher power conversion coefficient, as well as high

shock resistance, high temperature deformation resistance,
and a higher bending ability. Carbon is a much more
environmentally friendly material than bismuth. However,
the thermoelectric efficiency Z of TEGs based on carbon
nanostructures is also so far insufficient for many technical
applications.

Based on carbon nanostructures, two patents for the
invention (see [109, 110]) and a patent for the useful model
[108] have been obtained to date. The value of parameter
Z � 0:01 Kÿ1 was achieved at room temperature due to the
ballistic phonon drag of electrons (see Section 3) and
independently due to a decrease in the heat conduction
caused by a great amount of graphite-like and diamond-like
materials. Undoubtedly, the combined action of these two
mechanisms will increase the parameter Z to 0.1 Kÿ1.

All the constructions proposed use a carbonmaterial with
the sp3 hybridization of atomic bonds or carbon atoms or
graphene as the main material of the thermoelectric element,
while a carbon material with the sp2 hybridization is used as
an additional material. Thermoelectric elements based on
carbon nanostructures obviously satisfy the ecological
requirements and also ensure the miniaturization of the
device because of the nanometer size of the additional
material and the smaller than micrometer size of the main
material. This allows one to build mini batteries from such
thermoelements satisfying the requirements of users.

In this paper, a review study of the thermoelectric
efficiency of carbon nanomaterials consisting of graphite-
like and diamond-like regions with the sp3 and sp2 hybridiza-
tion of carbon atoms is performed. The coexistence of regions
with absolutely different electric and thermal properties, such
as diamond and graphite, at such small distances from each
other is a unique property inherent only in such structures.
Based on this study, the recent theory of heat transfer through
the diamond-like±graphite-like interface and the theory of
ballistic phonon drag of electrons are applied to the
calculation of the efficiency of a thermoelectric element.

The measurement of the heat conduction and electric
conduction of carbon nanomaterials proposed for use in
thermoelectric elements in the form of films showed that the
TEG designs proposed here are promising.

Measurements of the characteristics of specks of carbon
nanomaterials intended for a thermoelectric element show
that, in the case of optimal sizes of the sp3 and sp2 layers and
composites based on the sp2 matrix with diamond nano-
particles 4 nm in size, the production of TEGs with a thermo-
electric efficiency of a few units is quite possible.

Thus, the specific features of the electron±phonon inter-
action in carbon nanostructures are manifested not only in
the field emission [206] due to the unique properties of these
structures but also in the thermoelectric effect.
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